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ABSTRACT BODY: 
Abstract Body:  Risk predictors have traditionally been developed and evaluated against single outcomes, but
emerging biomarker panels allow simultaneous prediction of multiple outcomes. In particular, polygenic risk scores
can be calculated for several diseases from a single DNA sample, a property increasingly targeted by direct-to-
consumer genetic testing companies. This creates issues of multiplicity reminiscent of exploratory hypothesis testing,
but a framework has been lacking for addressing these issues in the context of risk prediction. Here I propose some
basic criteria for evaluating prediction models of multiple outcomes. I distinguish between outcome-wise and
individual-wise prediction, and within the latter between joint and panel-wise prediction. In each case I propose
definitions of sensitivity, specificity, concordance, positive and negative predictive value and relative utility. I link the
criteria through a multivariate probit model that allows assessment of the potential performance of future prediction
models. I suggest that polygenic risk scores currently have little utility for multiple outcome prediction, but may yield
usefully improved performance in the future.
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ABSTRACT BODY: 
Abstract Body:  Genetics provides two major opportunities for understanding human disease—as a transformative line
of etiological inquiry and as a biomarker for heritable diseases. I will discuss the fundamental concepts for calculating
and interpreting these scores. In addition, I will examine current limitations and common misunderstandings, examples
of existing research applications, major obstacles to clinical applications, and potential future directions, with special
attention to the impact of vast Eurocentric genetic study biases on the utility of these scores. Lastly, I will provide
guidelines for evaluating the utility and rigor of genetic prediction studies.
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